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ABSTRACT 

This paper explores the use of serial circuits for ultra-low-power 
sub-threshold systems. A serial system leads to a smaller design 
and higher utilization, yielding 40% active energy, 15x active 
power, and 32x leakage power benefits. Further, we show that 
using a serial system in the sub-threshold regime decreases both 
active energy and leakage power even at the same speed as a 
parallel system. This is in sharp contrast to strong inversion, 
where larger bit widths give lower energy and power for the same 
delay. We identify the unique properties of sub-threshold 
operation that creates these differences. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 

B.6.1 [Logic Design]: Design Styles – combinational logic, 

parallel circuits, sequential circuits.  

General Terms 

Performance, Design 

Keywords 

Ultra low power, serial systems, bit width, sub-threshold, leakage. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper compares serial and parallel structures for energy- and 
power-constrained applications that use sub-threshold operation 
and shows that unique properties of sub-threshold circuits and the 
applications they support make serial design more beneficial, 
whereas in strong inversion, parallel circuits are generally better. 
Many emerging applications require miniaturized electronics to 
operate for long lifetimes. These competing requirements place 
tight energy or power constraints on the circuits. Example 
applications include wireless microsensors, RFIDs, implantable 
electronics, micro vehicles, and body area sensor networks. Sub-
threshold digital circuits that operate with a supply voltage, VDD, 
less than the transistor threshold voltage, VT, significantly reduce 
active and leakage energy, so they provide a promising approach 
to severely energy- or power-limited applications. 

The low VDD in sub-threshold circuits decreases the on-current 
and substantially slows circuit speed. However, most ultra low 
power (ULP)1 applications have reduced performance needs that 
align with the lower operating frequencies that sub-threshold 
circuits can achieve. Furthermore, many ULP devices have a low 
duty cycle and spend large fractions of their lifetimes in sleep 
                                                                 
1 Without loss of generality, we use ULP to refer to systems with 

strict power or energy constraints. 

mode. This characteristic makes leakage power during the sleep 
mode extremely influential on the total system energy budget. 
Techniques to reduce leakage power, in both active and sleep 
modes, can improve the lifetime of ULP systems. Many sub-
threshold system designs port standard architectures from strong 
inversion into the lower voltage domain, and the bit width of sub-
threshold systems remains an unexplored knob.  

In this paper, we examine the tradeoffs between serial and parallel 
component and system design. A serial implementation uses a 
smaller bit width, but must use more cycles to perform the same 
operation (e.g. a 32b addition) as a parallel system. The serial 
system uses less area, and thus it has less switched capacitance 
and leakage power. This fact is well known for strong inversion 
systems, but the delay overhead of serial systems often limits their 
use. In sub-threshold, different equations govern the energy-
performance trade off, and we find that serial systems become 
preferred over a broad range of application requirements. Drawing 
from our analysis and observations, this paper makes the 
following key contributions:  

• Quantifies major leakage savings from serialization 

• Shows that active energy/operation of a serial system over 
multiple cycles is less than for a single cycle parallel system 

• Shows that a sub-threshold serial implementation provides 
active energy and leakage power savings at the same speed as a 
parallel version, along with area savings 

• Clarifies overhead tradeoffs of mixed serial/parallel systems 

This paper is organized in the following manner. Section 2 briefly 
reviews sub-threshold circuit research and motivates the need to 
examine serialization in sub-threshold systems. Section 3 
compares systems of varying bit width for minimum energy 
operation considering variable sleep time and performance 
constraints. Section 4 describes full systems and discusses 
tradeoffs that arise from the overhead of using serial or parallel 
components. Section 5 concludes the paper. 

2. MOTIVATION FOR BIT WIDTH 

OPTIMIZATION 
ULP systems require extremely energy efficient circuits to meet 
their stringent size and lifetime requirements. Advances in sub-
threshold circuit techniques have made sub-threshold operation 
the prominent approach for ULP applications, but we argue in this 
paper that an opportunity exists to reconsider the bit width (e.g. 
degree of serialization) in sub-threshold systems to further reduce 
system energy and power consumption. 

2.1.1 Energy vs. Power Constraints 
A variety of emerging applications require long lifetimes and 
small form factors, which limit the amount of energy storage (e.g. 
battery size) and impose strict energy constraints. Sub-threshold 
circuits meet these application needs by minimizing energy per 
operation [1]-[3]. Chip demonstrations of successful logic [1][2], 
memory [4]-[7], DSPs [8][9], and processors [10]-[12] have 
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conclusively shown the viability of sub-threshold circuits and 
their ability to reduce energy consumption significantly.  

ULP systems fall broadly into two categories: energy-constrained 
and power-constrained. Energy-constrained systems operate on a 
finite supply of energy (battery). Each operation draws some 
energy from the battery (active energy), so the key goal is to 
minimize energy per operation (E/op), which comprises both 
dynamic energy and active leakage energy.  

Power-constrained applications operate from an effectively 
infinite energy source that supplies a limited amount of power. 
Examples include inductive power coupling (as in RFID) and 
power scavenging. Reducing the power consumption of a power-
constrained circuit allows for more functionality, smaller coils, or 
longer range. Sub-threshold circuits minimize power by using the 
lowest possible VDD.    

Both energy- and power-constrained systems would benefit from 
less capacitance and leakage power. Lower leakage reduces active 
and idle energy and extends lifetime for energy constrained 
applications. Less active energy spent over a longer time reduces 
active power for power-constrained devices. Serial 
implementations potentially address both of these needs.  

2.1.2 Leakage in Active and Sleep Modes 
Many ULP applications deal with low duty cycle operation that 
leaves circuits in sleep mode for large fractions of the lifetime. 
For example, physiological metrics may require sampling every 
0.25s (heart rate), every few minutes (blood pressure, 
temperature), or every few hours (temperature, glucose level). 
Structural health sensors may sample every day or every few 
days. We previously described the impact of active leakage on 
energy constrained systems, but sleep mode leakage can dominate 
the energy consumption of low duty cycle systems. A number of 
existing circuit techniques for reducing idle mode leakage can 
apply equally well in the sub-threshold regime. These include 
stacking, power gating, and reverse body bias. These techniques 
reduce sleep mode leakage current to a small fraction of the active 
mode leakage. Consequently, these techniques are limited in 
effectiveness by the amount of active mode leakage itself. A small 
fraction of the active mode leakage, integrated over a large sleep 
time, still poses a huge roadblock to extended system operation.  

Since the active mode leakage of a digital circuit is roughly 
proportional to the number of leaking paths, serializing the 
implementation will lower active leakage. Since the active 
leakage is the starting point from which circuit level leakage 
reduction techniques begin to reduce standby leakage, this has the 
additional benefit of making those techniques more effective in 
standby by lowering the initial leakage amount. Less area in serial 
circuits also reduces switched capacitance. For these reasons, 
serial implementations deserve investigation for reducing both 
active and standby leakage in ULP systems. In this paper, we 
show the value of serialization for reducing both active mode and 
sleep mode leakage, resulting in substantial energy savings. 

2.1.3 Serial vs. Parallel (or Bit Width) 
So far, we have observed that serialization will save area and 
reduce both active and leakage power. This lowers leakage energy 
in the sleep mode; we explore the impact on active leakage and 
dynamic energy in Section 3.2, which is complicated by the 
execution in a serial design over multiple cycles. The observation 

that serial designs reduce leakage power has appeared in many 
previous works that focus on strong inversion, for example [13]. 

The study of low power strong inversion DSPs in [13] shows that 
leakage power dominates more for longer sleep times (lower 
frequency), where serial implementations become the lowest 
power solution. In strong inversion, serial designs have 
significantly larger delay than parallel, which limits their use. 
Reference [13] also shows how distributed arithmetic offers 
efficient serial circuits and discusses how system redesign can 
specifically target serial topologies. In this paper, we investigate 
how serial and parallel architectures compare for sub-threshold 
circuits, where different equations govern the energy-delay 
tradeoff and where low frequency and long sleep time are the rule.  

3. SYSTEM LEVEL BIT WIDTH 
Shrinking circuit area reduces energy by lowering both switched 
capacitance and leakage power. This section compares systems 
with bit widths of 1, 16, and 32, using adders as a representation 
of a digital system. A bit width of 1 corresponds to a fully serial 
addition system. Such a system takes multiple cycles to complete 
the same operation (e.g. a 32b add) that a parallel system 
completes in a single cycle. Serial systems surely lower leakage 
power, but we must examine how they compare in sub-threshold 
in terms of delay and active mode energy.  

3.1 Minimizing Energy 
Sensor applications present design constraints that are skewed 
towards energy conservation, justifying sub-threshold operation. 
However, more savings can be achieved by recognizing that in 
this application space, sleep mode energy is dominant. Small 
system level bit width may introduce concerns for active mode 
operation, but offers significant benefits during the sleep mode. In 
this section we report the benefits of serial implementations for 
reducing energy in sub-threshold, starting with a scenario that 
excludes sleep mode and then accounting for sleep mode energy.  

3.1.1 Minimizing Active Energy 
We use addition systems to represent digital systems of varying 
bit widths (n): 1, 16 and 32. The sum of a serial addition depends 
on the current two operands and only one previously stored bit, 
the carry. The compared addition systems are as follows:  

• 1b Serial Addition using a full adder and carry flop (1b SA-1) 

• 16b addition using 16b Kogge-Stone Adder (KSA) and carry 
flop (16b KSA-16) 

• 32b addition using a 32b Kogge-Stone Adder (32b KSA-32) 

Figure 1 shows a generic n-bit addition system with an adder, two 
input registers, and an output register. We define our quality 
metric (E/op) as the amount of energy per 32b add, including 
energy in the adder, registers, and clock system. An n-bit addition 
system takes 32/n clock cycles to complete this operation. Note  

Figure 1: An n-bit adder in a larger n-bit digital system. 
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that this corresponds to active mode energy, consisting of active 
mode leakage energy and dynamic energy.  

Figure 2 compares the simulation results for leakage power, active 
energy, and delay per 32b add at 300mV, which closely 
approximates the optimal VDD point for many sub-threshold 
systems [1]-[12]. Figure 2(a) shows that 1b and 16b systems 
demonstrate 32x and 2.25x leakage power reduction over a 32b 
system, respectively. Further, Figure 2(b) shows that the 1b SA-1 
consumes 40% less active mode energy than the 32b KSA-32. In 
other words, total energy consumed by a 1b system over 32 cycles 
is less than that consumed by a 32b system in just one cycle. The 
reason for this is that complexity in terms of transistor count 
increases super linearly with bit width. The 1b SA-1 has higher 
resource utilization (each node in a 1b SA-1 is on the critical path) 
as compared to 32b KSA-32. Figure 2(b) also shows that the cost 
of this lower active energy and leakage power is longer delay, 
although additional delay may not be problematic for many ULP 
applications. The lesson is that multi-cycle operation does not 
increase active mode energy. Instead, small bit widths lower 
active mode energy. The results shown are for 22nm predictive 
technology models (PTMs) [15], but at 90nm, the trends remain 
the same. In summary, smaller bit width results in near linear 
leakage power savings and modest active mode energy reduction. 
The number of cycles per 32b add increases as bit width lowers. 
However, the critical path gets smaller with bit width, and thus the 
delay per 32b add does not change as fast as the bit width. 

Figure 3(a) reports the active mode energy as a function of VDD 
for the same 3 adder systems. Again, we see that 32b and 16b 
systems have similar active mode energy, while the 1b system has 
lower active mode energy across the VDD range. The 32b Ripple 
Carry adder (not shown in graph) also showed much higher active 
mode energy than the 1b SA-1. In power constrained applications, 
serial systems prove quite beneficial because they spread the 
active energy over multiple cycles, lowering active power. Figure 
3(b) shows how active power scales with VDD for 1b, 16b and 32b 
addition systems. Across the VDD range, the benefit of using a 1b 
system over a 32b system exceeds 15x in terms of active mode 
power. This enables us to put more processing power on a 
microsensor, enabling further potential power savings by pre-
processing data to reduce power hungry wireless communication. 

In summary, serial sub-threshold systems reduce active mode 
energy, lower active mode power by over 15x and cut leakage by 
up to 32x in our example circuits. In the next section, we will 
show how this translates to large sleep mode energy benefits. 

 

3.1.2 Accounting for Sleep Time 
The previous section showed the active mode energy and power 
benefits of using serial systems. However, the biggest benefit of 
serial systems occurs during sleep mode. Sensor applications 
usually spend substantial amounts of time in sleep mode. To 
model the impact of sleep mode energy, we let the addition 
system sleep for a given duration after each 32b add from 0 to 1 
second. Note that, while 1 second sufficiently demonstrates the 
benefit of using a serial system, many ULP sensing systems sleep 
for minutes, hours, or even days between operating periods. 
During sleep mode, energy consumption results primarily from 
leakage. As mentioned in the introduction, sleep mode techniques 
like power gating can help reduce the sleep mode leakage to a 
small fraction of the active mode leakage. In our simulations, we 
assume that the system uses a leakage reduction mechanism that 
cuts leakage power to 10% of its active mode value. 

The sum of active and sleep mode energy changes with VDD and 
has an optimal point that minimizes this sum. As sleep time 
increases, this optimal VDD point shifts to lower values. Table 1 
shows the total energy consumed as sleep time varies, with each 
case calculated at its optimal VDD value. A 1b system gives an 
energy benefit of 50% at zero sleep. For longer sleep times, the 
ratio of total energy approaches the ratio of leakage power, which 
means the serial case uses 32X less energy than the 32b system. 

 

3.2 Energy-Delay Analysis in Sub-threshold 
The previous section showed that serial systems provide 
substantial energy and power reduction at a cost of increased 
delay, which results from multi-cycle operation to complete the 
same work. While more delay may not be a problem for some 
ULP systems, other systems may face a firm delay constraint. 
This section analyzes energy and delay in sub-threshold and finds 
the surprising result that sub-threshold serial systems are not only 
more energy efficient, but also as fast as parallel systems.  

Figure 4 shows how active mode energy and delay of 1b SA-1 
scales with VDD from 0.2V to 1.2V. While the delay scales 
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Figure 2: (a) Active mode leakage power, (b) energy (including 

dynamic energy), and delay per 32b add for different addition 

systems. (22nm CMOS [15], VDD=300mV). 
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Figure 3: Active mode (a) energy per 32b add and (b) power 

for 1-, 16- and 32-bit addition systems as a function of VDD. 

Table 1: Total energy (pJ) accounting for sleep time after 

active operation. VDD set to minimize energy for each entry. 

Topology

Zero 

Sleep 10µs 1ms 1s

1b SA-1 0.05 0.07 2.72 2723

16b KSA-16 0.10 0.48 38.10 38096

32b KSA-32 0.10 0.96 85.85 85852



exponentially in sub-threshold, it scales roughly linearly in strong 
inversion. Conversely, energy has a steeper slope in strong 
inversion (quadratic), but a relatively shallow slope in sub-
threshold near the minimum energy VDD. This means that in sub-
threshold the sensitivity of delay to VDD far exceeds the sensitivity 
of energy to VDD. In other words, we can increase VDD only 
slightly to achieve a dramatic speedup with very little energy cost. 
Further, the shallow energy-VDD curve results in only a slight 
increase in energy consumed. Thus, as we confirm in Section 3.3, 
by increasing its VDD slightly, we can potentially achieve energy 
savings with a 1b SA-1 over the 32b KSA-32 at the same delay.  

In contrast, in strong inversion, the opposite energy-delay 
sensitivities would require a huge increase in VDD to make a serial 
system as fast as a parallel system, which would be very costly in 
energy. This explains why strong inversion designs use larger bit-
widths. To probe this point further, Figure 5 shows the pareto-
optimal energy-delay curves for 1b SA-1 and 32b KSA-32. For 
large delay values, a 1-bit system has lower energy at the same 
delay, and at small delay values, the situation is the opposite. The 
cross-over shows that below a certain VDD (i.e. in sub-threshold, 
or above a certain delay requirement), a small bit-width gives less 
total energy at the same delay. When sleep time is included in (b), 
the cross-over moves to shorter delays, making our proposal of 
reconsidering the system bit width compelling for a wider range 
of applications. 

3.3 Minimum Energy with a Delay Constraint 
Figure 2 shows that smaller bit widths improve leakage power and 
active mode energy but increase delay by using multiple cycles to 
do the same work. The last section showed that in sub-threshold 
we can buy a speed-up at very little energy cost. In this section, 
we use this concept to show how serial systems retain their power 
and energy benefits at the same speed as parallel systems.  

Increasing VDD decreases delay and helps a simple topology (e.g. 
serial) be as fast as a topology built for high speed (e.g. Kogge 
Stone adder). This basic but powerful concept allows us to make a 
small bit width system as fast as a larger bit width system.  

The interesting question is whether this VDD increase tips the 
energy and power of a 1b system over that of the 32b system. The 
answer to this question differs in sub-threshold and super-
threshold. Table 2 compares the energy consumed by different 
addition systems given a constant frequency constraint of 10MHz 
for the 32b add. This means that the 32b add must complete in 
0.1µs, after which the sensor enters sleep mode. Sleep time 

 

changes from zero to 1 second. As sleep time increases, the 
contribution of sleep mode leakage energy increases. 

Counter to intuition, Table 2 shows that even at a raised VDD, a 1b 
system consumes less active mode energy than a 32b system (the 
zero sleep time case). The benefit in leakage power does decrease 
from 32x to 5.7x, but these savings occur for the same operating 
speed. Thus, even for a fixed performance constraint, both active 
energy and leakage power are less for the small bit width system 
in sub-threshold. Our conclusions to this point are: 

• At a fixed VDD, a 1b serial adder has 40% lower active mode 
energy (including dynamic energy), 15x lower active mode 
power and 32x lower leakage power than a 32b version. 

• By increasing VDD, serial systems can be made as fast as 
parallel systems, while retaining the above energy and power 
benefits albeit with lower margins. 

• The above optimal behavior of lower energy and power at the 

same speed can only be achieved in the sub-threshold regime, 
meaning that designers must reconsider the system level bit 
width while porting digital systems from strong inversion to 
sub-threshold. 

The reason for this divergence lies in the basic transistor equations 
for sub- and super-threshold, which means that similar behavior 
with respect to bit width would be expected for any digital system. 
Further, we can generalize this observation to say that a small 
change in voltage in sub-threshold allows a “simple” topology to 
catch up in speed to a “high speed” topology. This implies that 
sub-threshold designs should use simple topologies. 

4. SERIAL SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
Our analysis of adder systems shows convincing benefits in sub-
threshold for using fully serial systems. This section envisions 
completely serial systems in Section 4.1 and examines limitations 
that might prevent complete serialization. Section 4.2 shows the 

Table 2: E / 32b add (pJ) including sleep E, for same delay. 

Plkg (µW) (22nm CMOS [15], VDD set to achieve 10MHz) 

Topology

Zero 

Sleep 10µs 1s Plkg VDD

1b SA-1 0.06 0.21 14919 0.15 0.35

16b KSA-16 0.10 0.80 70552 0.70 0.25

32b KSA-32 0.10 0.96 85852 0.86 0.20

 Figure 4: Total active energy (including dynamic energy), and 

delay per 32b add for 1b SA-1 as a function of VDD. 
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impact of different sources of overhead for mixed serial-parallel 
systems. 

4.1 Complete Serial Systems 
This section presents a vision for a fully serial sensing node. 
Interestingly, existing research in ULP analog to digital converters 
(ADCs) favors successive approximation register (SAR) designs 
that inherently produce 1 bit at a time in steady state. A SAR 
ADC generates the MSB first, but most serial processing requires 
the LSB first. By buffering one word of data initially, the SAR 
can provide serial data with the LSB first as the next word 
resolves its MSBs. Thus, the SAR ADC acts as a serial source of 
sensed data to the rest of the system. Many protocols for 
offloading data from a chip use serial links, including I2C, 
UARTs, SPI, SLIMbus, etc.  Likewise, most radios serialize data 
prior to sending it over the RF link.  

Since serializing the input data and the output data for a system 
represents common practice, a fully serial system needs only to 
fill in the processing components with serial computation units. 
These may include a serial adder or various serial distributed 
arithmetic blocks (e.g. [13]). Figure 6 shows a block diagram of a 
representative serial system that leverages existing serial input and 
output streams. Data enters the 1b SA-1 as a stream of 1b 
operands. Every 16 cycles, for example, a 16b data word moves 
through the system, undergoes processing, and is communicated 
off-chip using the wireless link.  

Clearly, this serial system will achieve the substantial area, active 
energy, and leakage power reductions that we observed in the 
previous section. Moreover, for sub-threshold operation, we can 
theoretically tune VDD to provide the same speed as a parallel 
system but with area and leakage improvements that dramatically 
reduce standby power. One additional advantage of the serial 
system comes from its energy scalable properties. As fidelity 
requirements in the system vary, the required precision of data can 
change. In some cases, a smaller number of bits can adequately 
represent the incoming data. A SAR ADC can scale its energy 
with precision by stopping its conversion after fewer cycles. 
Parallel systems can use smaller precision data with energy 
savings, but only after including additional circuitry to mask off 
portions of the circuits (e.g. [8]). In the serial system, the same 
sort of graceful energy scaling can occur with much less overhead 
by simply changing the number of cycles used for each operation 
to match the precision of the incoming data. 

While fully serial systems will in some cases provide the optimal 
ULP systems, many applications use operations that make full 
serialization difficult. For example, operations like multiplication 
require the storage of intermediate results as parallel numbers. 
Storing this information in parallel and then reconverting it to 

serial (e.g. with a shift register) will increase active energy and 
leakage power. This overhead may prevent serialization in some 
cases. We can use a very simple analysis to evaluate the impact of 
such overhead in a general case. The following equation states the 
total energy required for a system to perform N operations 
followed by TSLP amount of sleep time: 

ETOTAL = NEOP + TSLPPSTANDBY   (1) 

To compare two systems, we can equate their total energy and 
solve for TSLP: 

TSLP = N(EOP1 – EOP2) / (PSTANDBY2 – PSTANDBY1)  (2) 

The break even time provided by (2) shows us how much sleep 
time is necessary to make the total energy consumed by the two 
systems the same. For a given amount of required work and a 
given active duty cycle, this equation tells us which system to use. 
If the break even time for a new system exceeds the sleep time 
that the duty cycle imposes, its overhead does not warrant use. If, 
on the other hand, a system change reduces leakage power enough 
to offset any active energy overhead in less than the sleep time, 
then that change saves overall power. Clearly, ULP systems with 
long sleep times will favor designs that reduce standby power, 
even at a cost of additional active energy per operation.    

4.2 Serial Components in Parallel Systems 
In some cases, application constraints will require a system to 
have parallel inputs and outputs, or an initial design may be fully 
parallel. If so, we can identify blocks to serialize even if the rest 
of the system cannot change. In other words, the block would still 
have a parallel interface, but would do its internal processing in a 
serial fashion. This allows us to leverage the area and leakage 
power benefits of a serial implementation without the need for 
system wide changes. To evaluate serialization of components, 
consider an n-bit addition system with a serial adder embedded in 
an n-bit system. The input and output register size equals the 
system bit width (n), but the adder bit width (m) can be smaller, as 
Figure 7 shows. For example, a 16b Kogge-Stone adder runs for 2 
cycles to do a 32b add by saving the first carry. Note that the 
register size must be n because the n-bit addition system needs to 
be part of a larger n-bit synchronous digital system. In this section 
we compare addition systems with a common 32b parallel 
interface (n), but varying adder block bit-width (m): 

• 32b addition using a 32b Kogge-Stone Adder: 32b KSA-32 

• 32b addition using a 32b Ripple Carry Adder: 32b RCA-32 

• 32b Serial Addition using a full adder and carry flop: 32b SA-1 

• 32b Serial Addition with 16b KSA and carry flop: 32b KSA-16 

The first part of the name refers to the system bit-width (n) and 
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the second part refers to the adder block bit-width (m). The 
number of cycles taken by a (n, m) addition system is n/m. We 
again account for energy in the adder block, registers, and clock 
for the entire 32b add and include sleep time after every add. 
Figure 8 shows how E/op varies with sleep time for the 4 adders.   
Notice that this figure essentially plots (1) for each adder system.  

The energy at time zero equals the active mode energy, and as 
sleep time increases, E/op increases due to sleep mode leakage. 
The active energy of the serial adder exceeds the energy of the 
parallel adders by more than 14x, and this overhead occurs almost 
completely due to the 32b shift register, which is clocked 32 times 
per 32b add. However, the lower leakage power of the 32b SA-1 
results in a break even time of 12 µs, which is a fairly short sleep 
time for ULP applications. The break even time will be longer in 
older technologies with less leakage relative to the active energy. 
Similar crossover points exist for 32b RCA-32 and 32b KSA-16 at 
shorter sleep times, indicating that less serialization will be 
optimal for a range of intermediate duty cycles. The 32b RCA-32 
and 32b KSA-32 break even point shows how merely changing 
the adder topology can produce significant energy savings. The 
RCA in this case uses a simpler topology that reduces leakage 
power. As we described in Section 3.2, tuning the sub-threshold 
voltage for the RCA can allow it to equal the speed of the more 
sophisticated KSA topology while still reducing power.  

Performing the same analysis with a multiplier leads to larger 
break even times. A multiplier is less amenable to serialization 
because each output bit depends upon all previous input bits.  
However, we can still serialize the partial product addition. The 
resulting implementation will increase the active energy by 
roughly 32x (for fully serial additions), and (2) tells us that we 
must wait longer during sleep mode to compensate for this 
overhead. However, for ULP applications like structural monitors 
with very long sleep times, almost any active energy overhead 
becomes tolerable if it leads to a reduction in leakage power. Thus 
we see that even component level serialization conserves energy 
and power and extends the life-times of sub-threshold ULP 
applications with long sleep time.  

5. CONCLUSION  
Serial circuits reduce active energy and leakage power at the cost 
of delay, which suits them for ULP devices. For ULP applications 

with large amounts of sleep time, the lower leakage power 
provided by serialization can dramatically extend device lifetime.  
Serial circuits achieve low leakage power by using the minimum 
possible circuits needed to get the job done. At the same voltage 
(300mV), a serial adder system achieves 40% active energy, 15x 
active power and 32x leakage power reduction over a 32b system. 
Moreover, the exponential delay dependence on VDD in sub-
threshold allows us to increase VDD slightly to equate the delay of 
a serial system and a parallel system, and the serial system still 
saves active energy and leakage power. This indicates that serial 
systems are preferable whenever possible for sub-threshold 
operation, unlike in strong inversion. For a serial system, we 
recognize that SAR ADCs and RF communication are inherently 
serial techniques that can directly drive serial computation 
circuits. Even when some parts of the system must retain wider bit 
widths, we show that converting components to serial 
implementations provides leakage power reduction that 
compensates for active energy overhead for modest sleep times. In 
conclusion, serialization provides a strong knob for reducing 
energy and power in energy- or power-constrained ULP systems. 
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Figure 8: Energy per op as a function of sleep time. 32b SA -1 

starts off with lowest energy, but because of lower leakage 

current, 32b SA has lowest energy above a certain sleep time. 

(22nm CMOS [15], VDD=300mV). 
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